"There will be signs in the Sun, Moon and stars (constellations)."

For sometime there has been strong speculation that our Sun is a portal (doorway) to other worlds. We have even posted large planet size spaceships near the Sun. We have been watching this phenomenon for several years on SOHO - NASA satellites. This type of activity has increase over the past few months. Of course, images that were extremely clear they have scrubbed them from time to time, but all the evidence is hard to get rid of with so many literate arm chair astronomers these days.

Watcher, Barbara Peterson has been sending us some amazing astronomical information that she's been researching. For some reason NASA satellites are allowing this pyramid portal to be seen at this time. This portal started opening a few days ago. Could it be because they can not hid it anymore? Or, could it be that we are so close to a series of events that will change almost everything history, science and religion has taught us?

The Spirit, the Word, the heavens all bear witness that some spectacular events are about to happen in our skies and no one will be able to doubt or debunk. What could be on the other side of this giant portal that could easily fit 36 Jupiter size planets in it? What or whom could be coming through this portal? Or, what will be received though this pyramid shaped portal? So many questions and they all will be answered. Great days are hear and ahead!! "Unto you that reverence my name, shall the Sun of Righteousness arise with healing in His wing (solar flares-mystery particles), and you shall go forth...) Malachi 4:2
(Possibly by the time some of you see this blog, they might be on line again - hopefully). 

UPDATE: 7/2/12 Satellites were down due to power failure.
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Share this with all you know.
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